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Abstract
The design and development of hybrid fuel-cell Vehicles are recommended
to increase the period of life for the whole system, because of the nature in
slow transients of a fuel cell, therefore an unpredictable as well as an extreme
deviation within a load, which drops the fuel cells lifetime. In this paper
offered the three-port system (TPS) and its strategy for stable operation by
using average small-signal modeling with the help of the system controllers.
The proportional-integral (PI) controller realized with the help of extended
symmetrical optimum method (ESOM), to regulate the Load / Output voltage
in addition to the fuel cell / Source power flow within a minimum phase
margin aimed at the system through an adjustable gain in process
accumulation for further preferred operations. In this technique guarantees
the extreme phase margin at the smallest essential value at the favored gain
crossover frequency. This approach/model and helps to design the TPS,
which is appropriate for well and uninterrupted power generation systems
from fuel cells equally a renewable /clean energy system. The proposed
controllers with TPS are simulated with the help of MATLAB/Simulink.
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1 Introduction
Transportation is essential in urban human life by using vehicles with
help of fusion fuels. As observations from the pollution in air and gas
emissions in Greenhouse are occurred due to the conventional vehicles with
fuels. So to overcome this situation by replacing with the Hybrid vehicles,
which can support the electricity measured together as a fuel and resource?
The pathways of hydrogen including electrolysis are grouping of one
electricity invention method and electrolytic transformation shown in Figure
1.
In recent times, Renewable or clean energy systems are most deserved,
because of acid rains and global warming [1]. Currently different kinds of
systems are available to produce the electrical energy for handy and standby
requests. Nonetheless the best promising alternatives is the fuel cell, its give
energy with environment degradation or without greenhouse gasses. Beside
this, its offer expected quantity of instant energy, which can‟t except from
the supplementary energy systems. As soon as fuel cell is an energy /
resource system with the Output / Load must associated with storage like
supercapacitors / battery system [2], which can supplies energy by request
and stores while in surplus. For the tolerate Output / load stability to give
good life time for fuel cell [3]. Hence, to isolate the fuel cell with the load /
output with power electronics interface, while a supplementary storage
device is normally accepted to supply power on active settings [4]. Power
conditioning paths are intricate as an essential portion of the system due to
the retrieving and storage of energy [5].
Meanwhile two port system topology, which is called as a dual active
bridge (DAB) [6], in addition offered TPS using a three winding high
frequency transformer [7] shown in Figure 2. The transformer not only join
and exchanges energy to / from the ports, even though matches the dissimilar
voltage points in addition offer the complete isolation among the ports of the
system [8]. In this power flow can be achieve bi-directionally while changing
the phase shift in AC voltages, which is created over full-bridge cells of
individual port. Here, storage (Supercapacitors / Battery) system perform like
a power filter towards the power flow from the input/source (Fuel Cell),
which is equivalent to average load power detected, to choice the boundaries
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of primary source for the complete system, not necessity to look over the
powers in peak [9].

Figure 1. WELL-TO-TANK (WTT) Report Version 4a, January 2014.
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Here offers the small signal modelling, controlling, in addition power
conditioning circuit simulation in MATLAB, then a method for optimization
to illustrated topology in Figure 2, Determination for power flow controlling
is complete system losses must be reduced, here guaranteed the power flow
in the DC/DC converter equivalents near „0‟(Zero). Furthermore, an averagesmall-signal-model also associated supervisors are proposed and developed
for TPS. Therefore, this converter is recognized by Galvanic Isolation, Bidirectional Flow in Power, high Density of Power, abundant Competence,
and Zero-Voltage-Switching (ZVS) ability is an appropriate to the DC/DC
conversion for low voltage fuel cell electrical energy/power production
system. Moreover, this system can remain working with solar vehicular /
Stand-alone equipment [10].

2 Description of the Circuit
In topology of TPS is intended with source of a fuel cell used in the
system along the full-bridge-cell (BFC), it‟s changes the DC voltage Vfc to an
alternating voltage (AC) v1, which is gives to high frequency transformer
constructed with three winding (TTW), this is coupled with an additional 2full-bridge-cells with output/Load port (BLOAD), besides port in storage side
(BSC), where storage port for instance supercapacitors/battery, which is
working with voltages of DC supporting to the load port from /to the storage
port. Here voltages in BLOAD & BSC are rectified through full-bridges v'2, and
v'3, correspondingly. The core of the system is TPS, it offers the isolation and
interface among inverter output/load to the sources, in addition to storage
system. It must reach out to particular desires of hybrid vehicle system which
are, galvanic isolation, power flow in bi-directional, capability to equivalent
the different levels of voltages, in addition rapid reaction to the load from
accomplish the transient demand.
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Figure 3. Primary referred three winding transformer equivalent circuits Y-and, Δtype.

In Figure 2, the TPS recommended, along the voltage altitudes of port-3,
& Port-1 buses are small voltage 48V & 50V individually, in addition to
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port-2 at 400V high voltage. Where, illustration all the full-bridge voltages
are u1, u'2, and u'3 alongside duty cycle of 50%, on the way to manage the
power flow. In Figure 3, All the variables and parameters are acquired from
the equivalent circuits, port-2 & port-3 variables are denoted for bridge
primary side (BFC), then L2 = L'2 / n2, V2 = V'2 / n2, u2 = u'2/n2, i2 = i'2 *n2 in
port-2 and L3 = L'3 /n3, V3 = L'3 / n3, u3 = u'3 / n3, i3 = i'3 *n3 in port-3, here v'3
& v'2 are the DC levels in voltage of port-3, port-2, besides currents i1, i'2, and
i'3 which are associated with the leakage inductance. Where, inductance (Lm)
of high frequency transformer magnetizing is no account in this small signal
modeling. Moreover, 2 significant tasks are take-up the transformer, for
instance its offer electrical isolation among the three buses besides can be
matched the different levels of voltage through selecting appropriate turns
ratios in the corresponding winding.
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Figure 4. Equivalent circuit and voltages.
Power flow in converter is independent of the port voltages on the other
hand it is related to phase shift among the any of the 2 full-bridges, and the
phase shift of control signals are represented such as 12 this is in the form
of square wave voltage sources u1 and u2 shaped by 2 full-bridge cells at
Port_1 and port_2, besides 13 denoted the phase shift among the u3 to u1
shown in Figure 4. Then 12 and 13 are values represented in positive when
u1 is heading towards u2 or/and heading to u3. The transformer equivalent
circuit is makes mechanisms stress-free to the analysis of power flow through
the circuits Y and Δ-type are projected [11] . From the equivalent circuits,
indication of u1, u2, and u3 are voltages formed over the bridges of BFC,
BLOAD, and BSC individually, besides the leakage inductances are stated L12,
L13, and L23 in terms of mutual inductances. Power flow of the converter is,
the essential system converts to 3-voltage sources with square-wave along
the equivalent model, in addition to grid of inductors were swap the energy
of the sources all over the system. The phase displacement of 12 & 13 in
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voltages v'2, & v'3 follows with v1, correspondingly. The phase shift is –ve in
value, at the Load / output voltage advances the reference / source voltage
or/and else it is +ve value. In Figure 5, the inductors are founded on a Δmodel design and network of inductors are obtained by using the transformer
from the system [11].
As addition to the DAB circuit is TPS [12], hence this one
demonstrations the designs of 3-two port circuits, Voltage and current waves
with the inductive network at windings of transformer reference to the bridge
phase shift then power flows within the entire system is resultant [13].
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where
V1 = Fuel cell voltage (VFC)
V2 = Load voltage (VLoad)
V3 = Storage Device voltage (VSC)
12

and

13

Phase displacement among the full-bridges BFC to BLoad and

BSC.
fs = switching frequency.
n3 and n2 are transformer turns ratios.
From the ∆-model, the power provided in for each port same as the equal
to the power flows over any of 2 associated subdivisions/inductors. Intended
for converter system without losses, expirations are

P1  P12  P31; P2  P23  P12 ; P3  P31  P32 ;
& P1  P2  P3  0; (2)
Where
P1 = PFC power delivered by port_1,
P2 = -PLoad power provided by port_2,
(-Ve means the load uses the energy)
P3 = PSC power reserved from port_3
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Hence, according the equations total power flow in the system is control
by two phase shifts. In addition, the extreme power flow over the each
indictor remains at besides the entire quantity of the phase shift intend to
| |
be | |
and
, reminder is
must be -Ve for the all
moments because here is the fuel cell as a input/ source.
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Figure 5. Transformer end Current waves

3 Modeling of the Systems
Here, begins with fuel cell modelling and ends with TPS by using DAB
model.
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3.1 Fuel Cell
The electrochemical and thermodynamic expressions of PEM fuel cell
prototypes are labelled in the literature. Based on the model deliberated with
continuous flow of hydrogen pressure to the fuel cell stack for dynamic
process. Fuel cell voltage is extracted from [14]

V fc  E  Vact  Vconc  Vohm (3)
Where
E –fuel cell open circuit voltage (Voc)

Vact – Activation voltage losses for zero current density (Io)
Vconc –Voltage drop because of fuel input concentration losses.
Vohm – Voltage drop due to the Ohmic losses
In the equation (3) with the polarization cure from Figure 6, must be
detected that a fuel cell should be performed within a linear region even
though changing the invariable internal resistance irrespective of loads in
output. Therefore, Fuel cell intend to be linearized by the manifestation as
below,
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Where
Rfc is resistance with linearized and Ifc is current of fuel cell.
It provides the region of dynamic operation in the fuel cell among the
upper to lower current limits.
3.2 Dual Active Bridge / Two Port System (DAB)
The fuel cell voltage (DC) is converted into a high frequency square
wave voltage (non-sinusoidal- AC) on the transformer primary winding (n1)
by bridge BFC on port_1. Subsequently, transformed square wave voltage
(AC) voltage is step-up towards high voltage square wave (AC) on
transformer secondary winding (n2) by the bridge BLoad on port_2 and stepdown to a low voltage square wave (AC) on transformer secondary winding
(n3) by the bridge BSC at port_3 by the preferred phase displacement to reach
out the desired load/output power. The output DC voltages of the BSC port_3
are low and the BLoad of Port_2 is a high.
Appreciations representation of ∆-model shown in the Figure 3, because
of this system estimation is considerably stress-free. The TPS model is
divided into 3-DAB models. Therefore, the DAB averaged model is shown in
Figure 7. The DAB transfer function for open loop system is
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3.3 Three Port System (TPS)
In Figure 3, Appreciations for ∆-model is demonstration of TPS, which
makes the analysis of the overall system is considerably easy. The TPS is
divided into 3- DAB‟s. The converter model working waveforms are
illustrated in Figure 5. Reminder is, waveforms are differing along the
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working point. The ZVS of every bridge cell is determined via magnitudes of
current for each instant of switching. For chosen working point is +ve
currents on output voltages of bridge cells v1, v’2, and v’3 dropping edge and ve currents at climbing edge of the epitomized waveforms. For the prepared
currents at 3-ports are stated reliant to described demonstration for mention
powers
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Figure 8(a) & (b). TPS Model circuit & controller loop block diagrams.

Then TPS model with linearized average small signal is determined with
the help of DAB model. Figure 8 (a)&(b), 3-Current sources (DC) has been
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figured out for the converter, here amplitudes were controlled through phase
shift of out of any 2-bridge cells.
Every port current be close to 1-cycle of switching, so characterize the
typical values of port currents are IP1, IP2, and IP3, respectively iP1, iP2, and iP3.
Now, only 2- variables which can be a self-governing are taken for modeling
in TPS model. Hence, current IP3 remains superfluous. The voltages on every
port is reflected to be constant. Then, realize the IP1, IP2, from the expressions
(2) and (1).
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12 1  12  
131  13 and
V1 n2 wL12 
  n3wL13 
 
   
  
P
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V2
iP2  2 
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 n2 wL12 
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The current source performs like a non-linear, hence this must be
linearized on the desired state to a control turned model

~
~
~
I  K1212  K1313 (8)
The linearization for dynamics of the current source tasks can be
subsequent with the partial differentiation is

K 12 

I
12

and K 13 
 12, 13

I
13

(9)
 12, 13

Here the operational point is ( 12 , 13 ). The small signal illustrations
for resulting currents are
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Since the equations (h) to (l), then matrix arrangement is

~
~
12 
 I P1   K11 K12  12 
I   K
  ~   K  ~   (13)
K
22  
 P1   21
13 
13 
4 Dual –PI Design
In Figure 9, from the control to output model is presented for TPS
converter, here cross coupling method used. The H2(s) is represented for
transfer function of DAB besides the transfer function of the LPF is H1(s)
along the constant “V1” gain block is essential because average power is
current times of the voltage on particular bridge cell. The organization is
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reflected through the 2-input and 2-output. Here,
12 is control the
Load/output voltage V2, whereas as fuel cell power is controlled through 13.
Besides source/input power P1 is figured out through the measures from the
average current (IFC) and the voltage (VFC) detected by a LPF.
Hence, load is considered to be the single phase inverter, it must stand
selected for bound the bandwidth under the double line frequency for the
output/load, it authorizations to similar frequency ripple within the DC-BUS
voltage. A LPF remains offered to control the frequency for ripple current
obtained on fuel cell. Here, Tf1 is a time constant of the LPF is selected to be
limit in only a DC current abstract from the fuel cell, it is decent to fuel cell
membrane.
In this system stability with the DC-bus voltage below the preferred
point the PI-controller remains counted, which is intention an ESOM [15] is
used for tuning in the controller.
GV12 (s)   K11H 2 (s)Gc 2 (s)andGP13 (s)  K22H1 (s)Gc1 (s)    (14)

Here, PI-controller functions are the Gc1 (s) and Gc2(s).
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K
K c1 1  Tc1s 
K 1  Tc 2 s 
1
andGc 2 ( s)  c 2
H1 ( s )  1
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(
1

T
s
)
F1
s
s
C0 s

Where, high frequency components are filter out by LPF from iFC, here
filter time constant is TF1.
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Figure 9. Duel-Proportional-Integral controller scheme

Parameters of PI-controller is Kc1, Kc2 and Tc1, Tc2, from the ESOM,
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K 11 K c1  1

andK K

 1

22 c 2
  TF21
  TF22
Tc1  TF 1 andTc 2  TF 2    (15)

The regulated power flow of TPS via the control variables are
~
12and13 . In other words, the whole power conversions within the overall
system is controlled by 2-degrees of freedom is obtainable. Hence in Figure
9., deliberated the 2-PI-controllers are connected besides influence one and
other. Influence must be minimalized within the controller loops acceptable
quick response towards a deviation in the load. Therefore, the control loops
bandwidth is must follow the fuel cell control loop for power GP 13(s)
remains granted the load voltage in output control loop GV 12(s) is must be
below the power controller loop of fuel cell. Or in additional arguments, the
controller of the fuel cell power not necessary to be a quick like an alteration
in output voltage.
Here, β is a factor selected among 4 to 16 founded for essential system
functioning for instant peak overshoot, rise time, and settling time. While
β<4 phase margin rM <36˚ this is very low then β >16 the phase margin rM
>60˚ here is very great values also not needed. Simulation of the open-loop
system with the parameter-β is selected a 6 for 45˚ as phase margin of
maximum value.
~

Figure 10. (a) & (b) OL and CL system Bode-diagrams

In the Figure 10(a) & (b) represents bode diagrams of closed loop (CL)
and open-loop (OL) which is originate that the maximum phase margin of
44.2 & 16.6 is given by the controller at 6.97 and 3.23 Hz along the LPF.
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5 Result and Analysis
The simulations are done with Matlab/Simulink for modeled TPS. The
simulated results of the system reaction to step load deviations are supported
well along the component-level and circuit-based simulations. The
simulation outcomes showed in Figure 12. The stable state current and
voltage wave forms are shown in Figure 11(a). and (b), within the
operational pints.

Figure 11(a)&(b). Current and Voltages waves at transformer end for working point
12 =19.4 &
13 =14.5

The TPS is exhibited under small signal patterned, and simulated
outcomes in Figure 12. Here are 3-major portions for this TPS configuration.
First one is input bridge, second one is high frequency transformer plus final
one is two output bridges. Full-bridge configuration is used here, besides
these are regulated by Phase Modulation with duty cycle of 50%. The
controlled signals are produced and functional for the bridges, to make the
output bridges are as the lagging bridge and input bridge as the leading
bridge for ensure the power to the output from the input. 20kHz switching
frequency is selected to keep the boundaries in magnetic core materials on
concentration. The waveform guarantees the task of TPS, then the input
power transmission to the Load/output and illustrates the primary voltage,
phase and level shifted secondary voltages with their corresponding current
values. The different values anticipated for simulations V 1=50V, V2=400V,
V3=48V, fs = 20kHz.
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Figure 12. I/O Power, Voltage & currents on different loads.

6 Conclusion
TPS well thought-out by way of interface circuit for power electronic
system along with hybrid fuel cell / stand-alone system usages in addition,
with help of DAB model has been developed the average small signal model
for TPS. In the MATLAB / Simulink, Simulation has been carried-out. A
dual-PI-Controller has been recommended and realized for overall stability
of the system under the preferred Load / output and differs the DC loads of
800W to 1000W and 600W, using ESOM, then the extreme fuel cell current
(Ifc) ripple is discovered approximately 1.8A, this is inside the safe region of
fuel cell function.
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